Take a Look

Level 9 The Champion's Cup

Hero profiles give information about the main characters featured in each story and are great for developing prediction skills.

Villain profiles give further details about the baddies and can help readers make inferential links about the characters’ motives.
Chapter 5: The final chance

“Cam, thank you! You saved my life,” Evan said.

In a flash, Cam returned to normal. “Don’t mention it,” she said. “Now, if I’m not mistaken, that’s the Champion’s Cup.”

Evan spun around and saw a bunny-wunny running along a fence. It was clutching the cup.

“I’ve got this,” said Evan. His body tingled as he stretched. Evan’s arms grew longer and longer until he was able to grab the Champion’s Cup out of the bunny’s paws. For a moment, the bunny wobbled on top of the fence. Then it lost its balance and toppled backwards, disappearing out of sight.